Dear Mr. Robert G. Rapson, Minister Counselor for Political Affairs The U.S. Embassy in Japan.
Fukushiro Nukaga, Chairman, Federation of Diet Members for considering the Future disaster medical
care for the maritime nation Japan
Request for US hospital ship USNS Mercy port calls to Tokyo in 2018
We sent our member delegation for our study purpose to the 11th Pacific Partnership 16, HADR
(Humanitarian Assistance / Disaster Relief) exercises in Danang Port of Vietnam during July 23 and 24
2016, which was led by the United States.
We reaffirmed that the importance and necessity of a hospital ship operations from her current status:
not only DR missions but also it could utilize as the command center of multilateral partnership.
US hospital ship USN Comfort came into the port of New York after the 911 simultaneous terrorist
attacks that shook the entire world, which is also known as Mercy's sister ship.
Tokyo Olympics and Paralympic Games will be held in 2020, but the relief approach from the ocean,
where the mass gathering catastrophe is concerned, remains untouched.
The maximum M 7.3 and depth of about 10 km earthquake occurred in the Kumamoto and caused
severe damage this year; that is the 5th anniversary of the Great East Japan Earthquake.
It is presumed that Nankai Trough massive earthquake and the capital down stroke earthquake (the
damage estimate of the M7.3 earthquake in the southern part of the city center) would surely come,
even from the diversity of historical record of the epicentral area.
Therefore, in order to widely publicize its significance to citizens in Japan and to continuously contribute
to the deepening of US-Japan alliance and Japan's security, we would like to ask US government support
to put into practice that US hospital ship USNS Mercy port calls to Tokyo in 2018.
Project:
1. In order to promote a correct understanding of the function of a hospital ship and legal system of
private sectors and military cooperation in peacetime and emergency situations, we would like the
Mercy to port call to Japan in 2018 in conjunction with the 13th Pacific Partnership 18. We will do the
project for the future of disaster medical treatment.
2. The coordination should be made with related organizations such as Ministry of Defense, Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, Cabinet Office (disaster prevention), Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and
Tourism and private sectors, to initiate working-level talks with consultation from the United States
promptly.
3. In order to promote the above projects, we also will start coordination with US government, under
your support and cooperation, for the US-Japan working-level talks. Meanwhile, we will courtesy visit
Admiral Swift, Commander, U.S. Pacific Fleet to convey our message that we will attempt to request to
GOJ to compensate certain part of travel expenses for Mercy crews, in case PP2018 Japan visit by Mercy
comes true.

